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Introduction 

The transition to a Net Zero economy is driving significant change in the energy sector. From the 

rise of renewables generation to the ever-increasing need for grid balancing services. The result is 

a significant requirement for scalable and real-time solutions to manage the energy system of 

tomorrow.   

At GridBeyond our vision is to build a shared energy economy that delivers sustainability, 

resilience, affordability and adaptability through collaboration and innovation. By bridging the gap 

between distributed energy resources and electricity markets, our technology means every 

connected asset, whether its utility-scale renewables generation, battery storage or industrial load, 

can be utilised to help balance the grid. The benefit?  

By intelligently dispatching flexibility into the right market, at the right time, asset owners and 

energy consumers unlock new revenues & savings, resilience, manage price volatility, while 

supporting the transition to a Net Zero future.   

Using artificial intelligence and data science, GridBeyond’s technology balances and orchestrates 

energy generation, storage and industrial load in a coordinated system. GridBeyond’s intelligent 

energy optimiser, lies at the core of our services. By connecting load, generation, and storage 

assets with the opportunities of the energy markets our technology bridges the gap between 

distributed energy resources and the requirements of the power grid.  

Combining solvers, market access, and automatic trading in one place, including balancing 

services, capacity markets and the participation in the wholesale traded markets, our technology 

empowers C&I businesses, EV fleet operators, generators, and energy storage operators to 

maximise revenues and savings. 

 

 



Our Technology 

Using artificial intelligence and data science, GridBeyond’s technology balances and orchestrates 

energy generation, storage and industrial load in a coordinated system. By intelligently 

dispatching flexibility into the right market, at the right time, we support asset owners and energy 

consumers to unlock new revenues & savings, resilience, manage price volatility.  

GridBeyond’s intelligent energy optimiser, lies at the core of our services. By connecting load, 

generation, and storage assets with the opportunities of the energy markets our technology 

bridges the gap between distributed energy resources and the requirements of the power grid.  

By combining solvers, market access, and automatic trading in one place, including balancing 

services, Capacity Markets and the participation in the wholesale traded markets, our technology 

empowers energy consumers, EV fleet operators, power generators, and energy storage 

operators to maximise revenues and savings.  

GridBeyond Ai powered platform and services 

 

  

Projects We Deliver 

Today, GridBeyond delivers energy services, new revenues, enhanced savings, strengthened 

operations and sustainability to +400 I&C sites worldwide, including some of the planet’s best-

loved brands. 

The diverse nature of our portfolio reflects the wide range of expertise that we bring. This 

approach enables the cross pollination of ideas between sectors, allowing us to bring best value to 

our clients.  

 

Our Clients 

 

https://vimeo.com/655422661


 

 

 

 

What makes GridBeyond different?  

• We look beyond the traditional energy distribution model - developing a shared energy 

economy to enable the smart cities of tomorrow. Our offering goes beyond scheme sales, 

we transform consumers into agents of change for a cleaner and greener future. 

• Our experience across a range of sectors and disciplines creates a springboard for lateral 

thinking, innovation and successful transfer of concepts and we strive to deliver 

technology beyond the present, always progressing towards the next breakthrough 

in energy innovation. 

• Our expertise goes beyond installation and participation - our foundations are built on 

a team of highly qualified engineers, research and development undertaken by 

accomplished energy management and tech professionals, and market insights from 

some of the industry's most authoritative specialists. 

• We go beyond participation - we simplify the complex energy market to create 

understanding and accessibility. We recognise that energy systems are rapidly changing, 

which is why the GridBeyond Academy simplifies complex energy topics to ensure clarity 

and accessibility for all.  

• We look beyond the grid, beyond each asset, beyond each site, beyond energy 

infrastructures, beyond the markets, to take a holistic view of all combined.  

• Our team performs beyond our customer expectations. The onboarding process includes 

engineer led audits to ensure peace of mind, and account management to ensure 

everything continues to run smoothly. We care so much about the projects we are 

involved with we have been known to step beyond our contractual obligations to ensure 

the successful project outcomes. 

• We adopt a rigorous commercial approach to the project design process. Our aim is for 

the current project to be more cost-effective and financially rewards than the last for all of 

our clients, whilst still maintaining the serviceability, functionality and quality required.  

 

 

 



Our Experts 

Michael Phelan, MBA, CEO & Co-Founder 

Michael has over 22 years management experience in sales, marketing and product development 

in electronic and software companies targeting the energy sector. 

Prior to joining GridBeyond, Michael held positions at Philips, Microsol, PCAS and Duolog in 

automation and electronics. He was responsible for developing European, Asian and American 

markets and OEMs such as Invensys, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Alstom. In addition, he has 

facilitated several successful exits. Michael is a graduate of University College Dublin where he 

obtained an MBA in Business Administration, Management and Operations. 

 

Padraig Curran, BEng, MEngSc, CTO & Co-Founder 

Padraig is a University College Cork (UCC) and Tyndall National Institute Research Masters 

Graduate in wireless sensing and control technology with eight years’ experience developing 

smart grid energy optimisation solutions. 

Padraig joined GridBeyond after a research collaboration project with Tyndall National Institute. 

Since then, he has led the development of market leading aggregated demand response, 

frequency response and smart tariff optimisation platforms for the Irish and the UK Markets. 

 

Richard O’Loughlin, BA, FCA, Chief Operating Officer 

Richard is a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland and brings to GridBeyond a 

wealth of experience garnered in financial director, control and asset management positions. 

Richard has developed extensive transactional experience in domestic and international markets 

over many years, spending his career working with partners and clients to protect, create and 

maximise the value to stakeholders he represents in a diverse range of projects. 

Prior to joining GridBeyond in 2014, Richard held several senior management positions and 

directorships at Select Capital, Venturise, Conlon & Co and Investor First Ltd. and therefore has 

significant experience in strategic planning, financial reporting, due diligence, definition and 



implementation of growth strategies, identifying and implementing corporate venturing 

opportunities, trade sales, M&A, and equity fund raising. 

 

Wayne Muncaster, FISM, VP North America 

Wayne is a fellow of the Institute of Sales Management, and brings over 20 years’ experience in 

both strategic and operational roles within the UK energy markets. 

Wayne has considerable leadership experience, having successfully managed teams throughout 

his career, specialising in technology, software and services within the UK and EU energy markets 

for the last 10 years. 

Prior to Joining GridBeyond in 2016, Wayne held several senior roles and directorships in Centrica, 

E.ON, PassivSystems and PowerPerfector. 

Wayne has delivered and developed profitable and innovative relationships with numerous private 

and public sector organisations across food & drink, retail, leisure, manufacturing, logistics, energy 

services, renewables, healthcare, and local authorities. 

 

Mark Davis, MBA, BSc, Managing Director UK & Ireland 

Mark is an experienced senior manager with more than 20 years experience leading business 

development and business strategy. Mark has successfully led sales, marketing, communications, 

and technical teams through his career, with the last 20 years focusing on energy risk 

management and demand side response in the UK and Europe. Mark’s management experience 

combines the knowledge gleaned from a leading finance house, a market leading energy 

company, a start-up with a world’s first technology, and accelerating growth and new markets 

within a major international energy company. 

Prior to joining GridBeyond, Mark headed Business Development at Total Gas & Power, 

representing the UK for Pan-European partnerships. Prior to this he held the position of Sales & 

Marketing Director at a UK based aggregator, which he joined from RWE where he held the 

responsibility for the Industrial P&L within RWE npower major business. 

Mark has an MBA (AMBA) from the Open University and a BSc (Hons) in Industrial Engineering 

from DeMontfort University. 

 



Aidan Downes, BEng, Prince 2, Head of Client Solutions 

Aidan is electrically qualified with a background in the Aggregates industry. He has a BEng (Hons) 

in Electrical Engineering with Edinburgh Napier University and a Level 9 Postgraduate Diploma in 

Management & Marketing from the Dublin Institute of Technology. Aidan is also Prince 2 certified. 

Prior to joining Gridbeyond, Aidan spent years working as a field / project engineer for Rockwell 

Automation both in the UK and Ireland delivering automated solutions across all the different 

industrial sectors. Aidan developed extensive practical experience programming PLC’s, configuring 

VSD’s and commissioning bespoke solutions to a wide range of clients. 

Since joining Gridbeyond in 2017, Aidan has managed the customer facing technical team in 

designing technical solutions, developing proposals and overseeing project delivery in all our 

markets. 

 

Vivien Boidron, BA, MSc, Global Marketing Director 

Vivien is a Business School of Management of Grenoble Masters Graduate in Marketing & 

Communications with nineteen years’ experience translating technical capabilities into innovative 

marketing programmes that drive demand. 

Vivien and his team won the Marketing Comms Team of the Year Award at the The Energy Live 

Personality Awards 2018. 

Vivien joined GridBeyond in 2013 to kick start the UK market and create demand generation 

strategies that help hit revenue growth targets and build the company story around company 

solutions and expertise. 

 

 

Jeff Power, MBA, MEng, CEng, Business Unit Manager - Delivery of Net Zero 

Jeff is an accomplished charted engineer with a Master in Energy Systems Engineering and an 

MBA from from UCD Michael Smurfit Business School.  

https://youtu.be/rovMd6lV8O8


Experienced across a diverse range of sectors (building services, financial services, data centres, 

mission critical industries, oil & gas, renewable energy) in engineering and leadership roles. Jeff 

posseses a strong proven capability in delivering projects from concept to completion with a 

critical focus on ROI, innovation and collaboration. 

Jeff is a leader in sustainability who joined GridBeyond in 2021 to develop and deliver a trusted net 

zero roadmap for clients through the establishment of a new Business Unit. This Business Unit will 

leverage GridBeyond’s growing portfolio of services to deliver perpetual competitive advantage 

for your organisation." 

  



Contact us 

Gabriella Di Salvo, Global PR Manager 

Email: gabriella.disalvo@gridbeyond.com 

 

Dublin - Headquarters 

Address: 3015 Lake Drive, Citywest Business Park, Dublin, D24 DKP4 

Telephone: +353 1 524 0736 

  

London - GB Headquarters 

Address: 42-44 Clarendon Road, Watford, WD17 1JJ 

Telephone: +44 1923 882 778 

  

Houston - US Headquarters 

Address: 2101 CityWest Blvd, Ground Floor Houston, TX 77042 

Telephone: +1 (346) 352-2138 

  

京都市 Kyoto - Japan Headquarters 

Address: 京都府京都市下京区 , 四条通室町東入函谷鉾町101, アーバンネット四条烏丸ビル6

階、7階, 〒600-8009 

Telephone: +81 75 279 4288 

  

Cork - Smart Grid Lab 

Address: NSC Campus, Mahon, Cork, T12 XY2N 

Telephone: +353 21 242 7808 


